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COLLECTION 2016

This fall, our novelties

Authenticity, simplicity and impeccable
see expansions to our
craftsmanship are what we believe in. In
iconic collections
essence, we believe in good design.
As our brand evolves, our goal has shifted
to creating iconic pieces that truly stand out. This Fall, our novelties see
expansions to our iconic collections. Refining elements, adding functional
details, or creating complementary pieces to our existing products, the Fall
novelties are new takes on our iconic pieces.
We strive for a timeless quality in each of our creations, interpreting it
in refreshingly contemporary designs. Each piece is revised and reworked
to the last detail, making Ethnicraft furniture the perfect companions to a
warm, inviting and authentic home.
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BOK

Oak

Bok dining table

PLAY ON CONTRAST
We launched the Bok chair this spring and designing it was so
much fun we decided to develop a matching table. Just like the
chair, the new Bok table has an airy shape but rock solid construction. The design shows simple but complex details who
make this piece a timeless and remarkable design to enjoy for
many years to come.

Bok dining table
51495

160 × 80 × 76 cm

51496

180 × 90 × 76 cm

51497

200 × 95 × 76 cm

51498

220 × 95 × 76 cm

51499

240 × 100 × 76 cm
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CASALE
Oak

Casale chair

ITALIAN VACATION

Inspired by a sun-kissed Etruscan village in the heart of Tuscany,
the Casale chair reminds us of a dreamy Italian vacation. Light
and bright yet full and substantial, the chair has subtle details
and shapes. The straight lines form a smooth, delicate shape,
and the effortless design makes the graceful chair an adaptable
piece.
Designed by studio Kaschkasch

Casale chair
50653

46 × 52 × 79 cm
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AIR

Walnut & teak

Air bed in teak and walnut

FEATHER LIGHT
Soft and light with a rounder silhouette, the delicately-shaped
Air bed is a contemporary twist on the traditional concept of
beds. We launched the range in oak last year and this fall we
are offering more options for those who fancy the rustic teak
or the warmer walnut. Whichever you prefer, the Air bed range
adds a graceful touch to your bedroom.

Walnut Air bed, without slats, mattress size 180/200
45191

200 × 232 × 96 cm

Walnut Air bed, without slats, mattress size 160/200
45192

180 × 232 × 96 cm

Teak Air bed, without slats, mattress size 180/200, FS C 100% *
15191

200 × 232 × 96 cm

Teak Air bed, without slats, mattress size 160/200, FS C 100% *
15192

180 × 232 × 96 cm

* This product is FSC® certified
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NORDIC II
Oak

Nordic II bed with drawers

DRAWING LINES
Sharp and subtle, the Nordic II bed combines decisive lines,
strong shapes and subtle details with the warmth of solid wood.
While the design and solid wood construction lend durability,
we want to add a functional feature to the Nordic II bed with
the addition of drawers. The extra storage serves as smart
space-savers, keeping your bedroom neat without taking up
additional space.

N ordic II bed with drawers, without slats, mattress size 180/200
51220

204 × 219 × 95 cm

N ordic II bed with drawers, without slats, mattress size 160/200
51221

184 × 219 × 95 cm
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LIGNA
Oak

Ligna bedside table

BED AND STORAGE
A new addition to the Ligna range, with its characteristic metal
legs and decisive lines, the bedside table offers a stylish and
smart bedroom storage solution.

Ligna bedside table, 1 drawer, 1 door, hinge right
51168

45 × 40 × 50 cm

Ligna bedside table, 1 drawer, 1 door, hinge left
51169

45 × 40 × 50 cm
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